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◎About IF-AT




About the IF-AT 
Form
● Interactive, scratch-off, 
multiple choice form
● Answers pre-selected and 
indicated by a star
● 10-50 questions,
4-5 answer choices
● 500 forms ≈ $100
Answer keys are provided
About the IF-AT 
Form, Continued
● Cheating is difficult
● Students lose points for 
incorrect answers
● Students keep trying until 
correct answer is revealed
IF-AT in Instruction: Intro to Research & 
Writing
Individual Assessment
Searching for gerontol* in 




D. A, B, and C
E. None of the above
IF-AT in Instruction: PHAR511
Team-Based Learning Activity
When taking oral hydrocodone, 
one must not:
A. Take it on an empty
stomach
B. Take it early in the day
C. Crush, chew, or dissolve the 
tablet
D. Take it after a meal






◎ Immediate feedback on 
correct answer
◎ Immediate assessment 
on student learning
◎ Engaging and fun!
Assessment
◎ Retention of course 
material
◎ Identify difficult concepts
◎ Identify questions that are 
not clear 
◎ It takes time to prepare 
with IF-AT forms
◎ Learners enjoyed IF-
AT, especially in groups
Lessons Learned
◎ IF-ATs can help to 
generate class 
discussion 




Link to learn more about IF-AT: 
http://www.epsteineducation.com/home/about/
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